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The 7 Irresistible Qualities Men Want
In A Woman: What High-Quality Men
Secretly Look For When Choosing
"The One"

Discover What Quality Men Secretly Look For When Choosing "The One"A high-quality man who
knows what he wants will NOT settle for just any woman to build a meaningful relationship with.
Men like this want a woman who exudes high character. And though she may be beautiful on the
outside, he expects her inner worth to be far superior to the women around her.Once a woman
passes a man's "physical appearance" test that is specific to his personal tastes, it's her inner value
(or lack thereof) that will either lose or keep his interest in her. Learning how to keep a man
interested in you is as simple as figuring out what men want when it comes to choosing a partner for
a long-term relationship. Sadly, many women either disqualify themselves from relationships with
phenomenal men or they only seem to attract losers, players, and time-wasters because they failed
to develop the inner qualities that great guys actively look for in a potential wife or girlfriend.The 7
Qualities That Can Make a Man Fall Helplessly in Love With YouDue to trust issues, many great
guys aren't open about what they need in a relationship. Because of this, many women only learn
how to understand men after painful trial and error or by fighting to get a man to open up
emotionally. By the time she's figured him out, the incessant conflict and misunderstanding has
already taken its toll on him; making his emotional barriers even stronger than before. Therefore, a
man may put up an emotional barrier until he: 1. Really gets to know and trust a woman over a very,
very long-time, or... 2. Finds that ONE special girl who just "gets him" on so many levels that every
inch of him desperately CRAVES being with her. The faster a man trusts you on a subconscious
level, the faster he'll be able to let himself go completely and fall in love with you. And there are
seven qualities that are so rare and invaluable in a woman that when a man finds a woman like this
he becomes absolutely determined to KEEP her in his life.How to Find Mr. Right By Becoming
Better Girlfriend MaterialIf you want to attract and keep a high-quality man then you need to
understand what men want in a woman. This short book will reveal to you what a high-quality man
wants in a woman he considers girlfriend or even wife material. Although different men want VERY
different things, there are certain feminine qualities that ALL commitment-able men look for when
choosing a long-term mate. Only the woman who possesses these feminine qualities will find
attracting men - quality men - to be both an effortless and rewarding activity.Here's what you're
going to learn inside:What men want in a woman, and why being unapologetically feminine attracts
the BEST kinds of men.How to get a boyfriend using an "old-school" tactic that can captivate the
heart of even the most unattainable man.How to understand men and what makes them WANT to
commit to a woman.How to keep a man interested in you by giving him the ONE thing he needs
even MORE than SEX.How to be a good girlfriend and make him see you as "The One" by

displaying a RARE quality that few women possess.How to seduce a man and make him fall in love
with you again and again by using a secret weapon that EVERY woman was born with (and no...it's
not what you think).How to find Mr. Right using a surefire dating technique that NATURALLY weeds
out all the Mr. Wrongs, Time Wasters, and Players.How to escalate his emotional intimacy and keep
your man happy (and helplessly HOOKED on you) without being a doormat.And much, much
more...Would You Like to Know More?Get started right away and discover what men want in a
woman and make him desperate to keep you all to himself.Scroll to the top of the page and select
the 'buy button' now.
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Out of all of the e-books I have read recently, this one tops them all. This author does an excellent
job of not being demeaning to either sex. He candidly discusses a man's needs in a non
condescending way. He is straight forward, engaging, respectful, and deliberately gets his points
across to the reader. There are many typos I spotted throughout the book. But other than that, this
book is excellent, and I would proudly use it as a piece for a woman to woman discussion in a
biblical setting. The reader does not walk away with the impression that all men are dogs, or are
unfaithful. He also gently explains to women not to overdue it by going overboard with men, not to

change a man, and walk away if you believe there is a mismatch. It is not offensive to God's people.
It is truly well written and a great read.

I grew up with brothers, so I knew some of this stuff. Women tend to idealize men and don't
consider themselves on equal footing. Although he does acknowledge and capitalize on
male/female differences, this book of his is NOT chauvinistic or sexist. It's about finding rapport
between two individuals who have ingrained differences (male/female). This author I've been a fan
of and unlike some of his other books, it's not bullet style or a long list. I appreciate the narrowing
down of qualities to a select handful. That's why I give it 5 stars, unlike some of his other books.
Many of this you already knew if you've had men in your life. However, it's a good reminder of the
true foundation that quality relationships need to build from.

I think this book is especially useful for women who have "forgotten" or just plain never learned what
appeals to men. Some of the advice is old fashioned and you do run the risk of lying down like a
doormat if you don't apply it wisely. On the other hand, working some old fashioned charm into your
modern appeal is a great hook...and one most women don't take advantage of or know how to use.
This book will teach you. It felt silly and forced to me to follow through on some of this advice but my
boyfriend ate it up. I worry that if you followed through on ALL of the advice you'd end up as a
servant in your own home. This is still worth reading because it offers something different and
potentially very potent. There are a lot of relationship books for women encouraging them to be
challenging and independent to the extent that theyre never available to their men. If that doesn't
come naturally to you, as it can feel for me, this is another approach you can use that may suit you
better. And, even though some of it is tacky, men definitely like it and will like YOU for it.

I bought this on a whim with a Kindle credit and was pleasantly surprised to find the content really
informative!! True, the author could use a major proofreader (hellooooo #notrocketscience to
acquire one), but otherwise, I enjoyed his take on what quality men are looking for! Much of his
material you have probably heard before, but it's well-presented here and not stale-seeming. On a
side note, the book also helped me see why my first marriage was doomed from the start, which I
appreciated. So while not life transforming, it still gets two thumbs up!

I enjoyed reading this book. It's basic common sense. However, most people do not use common
sense when it comes to relationships and the opposite sex. The book made sense and I did learn a

few things from it. I recommend it if you want a book about men and relationships. Definitely worth
reading.

I really do not have any dislikes. It was quick and to the point; accurate and really helpful. Did not
take long to get through at all, and great reference guide to becoming a better woman and how to
attract higher quality men.

these are the instinctual basics we all forget or could work on making better. written well, to the point
in a positive manner.

I have recently got interested in the subject of mens and womens needs in a relationship, and how
very different they are. This book summarizes all the male relationship needs very well. Its short and
to the point, a nice reminder of what Ive learnt so far. It is also pleasant to read, I am just about to
buy some other ebooks by the same author.
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